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Ai ay ae worksheets pdf

Printable spreadsheets and activities These printable pdf spreadsheets and resources are perfect for working offline: Sign in or Sign in to print the spreadsheets below: Word Search, medium printable version. Word Search, a large printable version. Combine Words - an activity that combines words with
the right sentence. Fill in the words - type the correct words worksheet. Letter activity - eight words on one sheet, cut letters on another sheet. Visit the Word Lists page to find thousands of other resources or sign up to create your own resources. This post contains affiliate links. As An Amazon Associate,
I earn from qualifying purchases. Looking for a set of business and ai spreadsheets to check these common spellings? Don't look anymore! (This post contains affiliate links.) One of my goals for this site is to provide you with a huge range of free, printable resources for all the common vowel patterns kids
face when they read. You can check our progress on our phonics activities page. Today, I'm adding long prints with these spreadsheets to our collection. Printable ay &amp; ai spreadsheets I encourage you to select only those worksheets that fit your child's needs and interests. Remember that you do not
teach the phonics pattern on these pages; You check that your child understands that. You don't need nine worksheets to do that! However, I will tell you that this cut-and-sort page is never optional for my child because it is so important that children hear different voices in words. This time, my Six had to
listen to a long voice. If it was at the end of the word, he glued the picture to the business column. If he heard a long a in the middle of the word, he glued the picture to the ai column. If you're a class teacher, no law says everyone has to make the same spreadsheets! You can print different ones and let
students choose 2-3. I'm guessing many students would choose this quick one – it's a simple matching spreadsheet. On this page, Six recognized the correct spelling of each image name. He enjoyed using our alphabet stamps to complete this page. By the way, I must point out that we don't usually
make spreadsheets with gel pens. But my six had just bought these pens for his Christmas money, and he wanted to use them.  this word search is a good example of an optional spreadsheet. I never recommend word searches unless the kids enjoy them and do them without much frustration.
Otherwise, they are a slow form of torture. (Not to mention the huge time-time-time-time.) This is the first time my six has offered to make a word search in one of our flocks. At this point, my six had been working for 30 minutes. Drawing a few pictures, he asked if he could Play. I had enough proof that he
could read and meet. Meet. AI or ay pattern. So he's gone! We hope your learners enjoy these! These!
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